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Torrossa Digital Library: Autumn update

CAROCCI E-JOURNALS
We are pleased to announce a new collection of prestigious journals from 2019. Carocci will make
available in electronic format the archives of 8 journals that have now ceased publication and a further
14 active journal titles, together with up to ten years of backfiles. Subject areas covered by these
publications include History, Philosophy, Literature, Language, Art, Psychology, Social and Political
Sciences, Economics and Law.
IBEROAMERICANA
The collection dedicated to this publisher has recently been updated with a further 100 titles, many
of which were first published in print between 2016 and 2018. The complete online collection now
includes over 500 works by this publisher.
LEO S. OLSCHKI - PAROLA DEL PASSATO
The complete archive of La Parola del Passato journal, from 1946 to 2014, is now available on Torrossa.
The journal has an interdisciplinary nature, including articles on the fields of Ancient History, Philology,
Literature and Linguistics, Archaeology and the history of ancient art, and covers a wide temporal and
geographic horizon, spanning from the Bronze age to Byzantine period, and from the Middle East to
the Greek and Roman world.
FRANCO ANGELI E-JOURNALS THREE MONTHS FREE ACCESS
Franco Angeli offers three months of free access to 19 scholarly journals. All the titles are indexed in
major citation databases (Scopus, Web of Science) and include access to over 15 years of backfiles.
Download, print and copy/paste are allowed for the contents.
E-BOOKS FROM FABRIZIO SERRA EDITORE
Fabrizio Serra Editore catalogue on Torrossa now includes electronic editions of its monograph titles
from 2009 to the present. The e-books are available for purchase through https://libraries.casalini.it/.
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